Step away from your surgeon!

She was once the fresh-faced girl next door who snowboarded, surfed and exuded health and fitness. So what on earth has happened to Cameron Diaz? She’s only 38 – yet recently she has looked suspiciously plumped up and (whisper it) a little unnatural, prompting speculation that she has undergone the dreaded “pillow face surgery” to give her a youthful look.

The actress has admitted to having surgery on her nose after she broke it surfing, but New York-based surgeon Sam Rizk (who counts Demi Moore as one of his clients) believes she’s had a number of procedures lately and that her swollen look could be down to cheek implants.

“It appears Cameron has overly large cheeks which are very swollen, to the point of pulling her lower eyes down,” he tells Grazia. “More likely it is overdone fat or cheek implants that have been done recently and the swelling hasn’t gone down yet. It is unlikely swelling this significant is just from fillers – if it is, she's had a lot of them!”

He adds: “Cameron has also been reported to have some acne scarring, so perhaps the plumping is an attempt to reduce their visibility. Laser resurfacing procedures can also cause temporary swelling that would make her face look fuller.”
While she has found love with baseball star Alex Rodriguez, Cam has recently hit that troublesome 30 something stage for actresses, with her most recent film *Knight And Day*, also starring Tom Cruise, flopping critically and commercially. Film studio bosses are murmuring she no longer has the box-office pull she used to.

*Image: Cameron Diaz January 2010 (above left) and looking puffing September 2010 (above right) and October 2010 (below).*